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Statistics. show that seventy two per cent of the crimes of'

this country are oommited by boys between the age of seventeen
and twenty three. This means but one thing, that the proper
attention to the rearing of the young is being neglected by the
parents of the land. The lack of disipline in the home rid in
the schools is taking its toll. By a sort of fallacious
sentiment the world has come to believe that it is wrong and
injudicious to correct the errors of the young. That for some
reason it is wrong to use either force or fear to attain an
object that means for the betterment of the race add for our
institutions. I grant you it is better to waive punishment
That it isbetter to indulge our children. We parents get a
great pleasure out of giving to our young people the best there
is to be bad, but I submit to you it is not for the best inter
est of the child. All through life we must be amienable to
some law. In our childhood it is the law of th home and of
the school, in our maturity to the laws and regulations laid
down by ourselves for the. best interest of ourselves, and over
and above all the laws of nature will broke no breech. How much
better it is to go into the commercial and profession' life of
the world disiplined and under proper restraint than it is to
go forth without a. smattering of restraint upon ourselves towrrd.
our fellow men.

Now a great while ago I stood in one of the great art galleries
of the world, and ther I saw hanging upon the walls the products
of c untless years of patient toil. Products that were intended
to bring happiness and joy to people. The result of pateint
toil that brought to us the portraits of the illustrious dead,
and the kmaxty reproduction of the beauty spots of the world.
And while I looked I thought these are real chievements. !!hat
greater accomplishment can be lad by men than by earnest labor
to bring to the people of the earth such happiness and joy. And
then I passed on into another great room and there I saw the
sculpture in all of its beauty and perfection of form and
smetry. The reproduction of the human form in all of its
perfection, in all of beauty of feature and figure. And I saw
the sculptor at work with his chisle and maul carving out of,•.
cold marble the beauty of the human form. And this, I said is
indeed the bery climax of achievment for here the artist is
reproducing from marble and granite the beauty of feature and
form. And then as I passed out I came upon a mother chastising
her youngster because of some infraction of her orders, and in
tend&r words and manner inculcating into his young mind the
better primciples of this life. And then I knew, knew that here
was the real artist, the real achievment the oustanding worth -
while acoomplisment; the building of a fine character. How
cold and worthless appeared the paintings and the sculpture by
comparison. For here the very pulsing,living human was being
moulded by the hands of the patient mother into a worthwhile
citizen.	 It takes but a few months at the most for the artist
to reproduce the likeness of his subject, but a few months at
most for the spulptor to reproduce the likeness in form and
figure, but it takes a life time of toil, and patience to build
a fine, good chacter, and that toil and labor is surroun4edon
'all sides by temptation and distraction. The teachings hat we
get in the tender years of our life, the surroundings and environ
merits, dwell with all through life. If those surroundings and
those teachings are for good, however by forgetfulness we may
stray away from those early teachings, yet in the end wewill
go back tO them and become better men and women for the pains.
The straight and narrow path of this life needs no traffic
cop, you find no traffic jams upon that narrow path.

The finest thing in all this life is the good mother in the
home patiently inculcating into little minds the principles of
this life upon which to build a dightious personality, teach-
ing little minds to speak the truth, to be God fearing, to
honor their elders, pay their debts and as nearly as human
nature will afford, to do unto others as we would have them do
unto us. In the home the character of the nation ts moulded.
In the home the hope of this land of ours rests. If there we
find the proper influence and training, then we can rest assured
that the weilfare of the government is garanteed. If there we
find neglectand thoughtlessness, then we* should shudder in fear
for the results and strive to rectify the condition.
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